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ESI Mass Spectrometry applied to enantiodiscrimination of chiral systems.
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Chiral recognition in biological systems is based upon the aggregation of a target chiral
molecule and a chiral selector [i]. Diastereomeric aggregates are held together by non
covalent interactions and, therefore, are endowed with a different stability and reactivity.
Various methodologies have been developed to evaluate these differences, including
polarimetry, circular dichroism, nuclear magnetic resonance, chromalography and capillary
electrophoresis [2]. Attention has been paid recently to the measure of the stability of
diastereomeric aggregates under solvent free conditions through the use of resonant laser
spectroscopy [3,4] and mass spectrometry [5]. The technique involving mass resolved
resonant two photon ionization R2PI [3] coupled with supersonic molecular beam allowed to
explore the intrinsic forces in isolated chiral clusters through the measure of ionization and
fragmentation potentials and binding energies of some diastereomeric pairs such as chiral
aromatic alcohols (reference) clustered with chiral aliphatic alcohols and amines (analyte) [6-
8]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to apply this technique to the study of biomolecules in gaseous
phase because most of them are non-volatile and thermally labile. Many efforts have been
made to find new vaporization methods. Among them, electrospray ionization, coupled with
mass spectrometric detection (ESI-MS), proved most suitable since it provides precious
information on the stability of chiral clusters simply through the measure of ion abundances
[5-8].

According to the foundations of Cooks' kinetic method [9,10], gas phase discrimination of
chiral analytes (AR and As) is obtained by measuring of the relative stability' of their
diastereomeric complexes with a chiral reference selector (ref). Collisionally induced
dissociation (CID) of the diaslereomeric cluster ions [M(ref);An]* and [M-(ref)rAs]+ ,
where M = H", Li". Na' and K+, may produce different fragmentation patterns reflecting the
relevant [M-rcfAn]* and [MrefAs]4 vs.[M(ref):]' stability (AGH and AGS, respectively). It
is convenient to define (he cluster ions as "homo" when the analyte and ref have the same
configuration, and "hetera" in the opposite case. Measurement of the ratio of the "homo" vs.
"helero" ion abundance ratios provides the chiral selectivity RCh¡rai> i- e-

[M-refAs]>/[M.(ref):]
:

[M-ref-AK]7[M-(ref)¡]' [)

if the S enanliomer of ref is employed. The relative stability of the "homo" vs. the
"helero" [M-ref-A] cluster ion (AAG) is calculated from eq. 2, where Tcn is the effective
temperature [II] and R is (lie gas constant.

, „ AAG
lnIW,i=—— (2)
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Here we report several examples of tile application of the ESI-MS2-CID technique to the
enantiodiscrimination of chiral ct-aminophosphonic acids. a-Aminophosphonic acids are the
analogues of natural a-aminocarboxylic acids in biological systems. The biological activity of
these chiral compounds is governed by the stability of their uasolvated inclusion complexes
into ihc chiral cavity of an enzyme, normally containing also metal ion centers. For this
reason, we deemed it important to investigate the affinity of a-amiiiophosphonic acids
towards first-group metals in gaseous phase and how this can be affected by the ligands
configuration. The results are discussed in the light of structure calculation performed by
using nn empirical force field.

Figure 1 reports typical C1D fragmentation spectra of diastereomeric clusters containing
one of the (l-amino-2-methylpropyl)phosphonic acid enantiomers (PK and Ps), as analytes,
the (S)-(+Hl-aminoethyl)phosphonic acid Es, as ref, and a sodium ion ([NaPR(Es):]+ and
[Na Psf lJsW). Their fragmentation leads essentially to the [NaPs.REs]4'and [Na(Es)j]+. The
dissociation patterns were found to be rather insensitive to the collision gas (N2) pressure (5-
15 mbar) and moderately sensitive to the collision energy (2-18 eV lab frame). Analogous
results are found for the other a-aminophosphonic mixtures investigated [12,13].

Fig. i ES1-MS--CID spectrum of [Na P s (t:\thf (a) and [Na PR ( E R y * (b). '(lie spectra are the
result of 300 scans at 8 eV collision energy (lab frame).

The chiral resolution factors Ha«at tor the diastereomeric clusters investigated are rcporled
in Table 1. An F U j ^ l value indicates that the heterochiral [MAtt^ref]'1' complex is more
stable than the homochiral [MAs.Rref]" one. For Rthimi=l there is no stability differences and
chiral discrimination is unattainable by this method. Within the reasonable assumption thai
entropy effects on fragmentation are negligible, die AAG term represents the difference in
binding energy of the homochiral vs. the heterochiral cluster (AAH = AHHOMO-AHHBTLRO = -
RTlniW,i).

The reproducibility of the present method was investigated changing the chirality of the
reference acid ref. The results obtained using the other ref enantiomer was within ca. 10%
error and the uncertainty associated with consecutive measurements of the same system was
within 5%.
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Table I . EnamiodiiTerentiation of chiral ot-aminophosphonic acids (As and AR) by ES1-
MS"-C1D fragmentation of their diastercomeric clusters [M As (reiM* and [M
AR (ref)a]' (M= proton or first-group metal; ref = reference a-aminophosphonic
acids of defined configuration).

From the table it appears that the stability difference is ranging from +1.9 to -1.8 K.l/mol
and there is no1 evidence that the homochiral cluster is more stable than the heteroehiral, as
found in neutral [AR.SI'O1] aggregates obtained in supersonic beam expansion. Stability
difference seems to be related to the nature of the metal center. From the calculated structure
it appears that the most probable configuration is the one with reference molecules directly
bounded to the metal center [13].
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